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A Invitation to submit papers - due by July 15 (for publication in 
M0^\ November) 

I ^^—^ We welcome articles of relevance to all areas of educational guidance 
and counselling. Papers are usually arranged as research, professional or 

field reports of a practical nature, and book and test reviews are also welcome. Papers 
are reviewed by professional peers from the Editorial panel. 

Information for authors 
Instructions for the preparation for manuscripts are similar to those outlined in the 
Australian Journal of Psychology. In summary there should be: 

• a separate title page with title of paper, names and positions of 
author/s and contact address for correspondence 

• a short abstract delineated from the main text 

• diagrams and figures of professional quality 

• tables and figures one to a pageat the end of the paper with notation 
in the text as to the appropriate placement 

• references as in the Manual of the American Psycholgical Association 
(see examples in this or other editions of the journal) Titles of books and 
journals should be in italics 

• spelling should conform to the Macquarie Dictionary 

Initially three copies should be sent typed on A4 paper. These will be forwarded to 
reviewers. If accepted the final version should be presented with two paper copies and 
two copies on a disk each, in Claris/Mac or Word/Windows 

** Submissions are due by July 13 (for publication in November) 

Contributors of accepted articles with receive a complimentary copy of the Journal and 
a copy of their paper for reprints. 

Copyright Copyright to authored material published in the austrlian Journal of 
Guidance & Counselling rests with the author/s unless it has been commissioned by 
the association. 
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